Introduction
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a pervasive developmental disorder characterized by difficulties in social interaction and communication as well as restricted and repetitive behaviors [1] . Furthermore, deficits in specific executive domains are highly prevalent in individuals diagnosed with autism, having even been considered to be neuropsychological core deficits of autism [e.g., [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Executive functions (EFs) are an umbrella term and include higher-level cognitive processes such as planning, mental flexibility, inhibitory control and working memory. EFs are primarily mediated by the prefrontal cortices that are known to show a protracted developmental trajectory into late adolescence and even early adulthood in both healthy individuals (e.g., [7, 8] ; for recent brain imaging findings, see [9, 10] ) and individuals with autism (for a review, see [11] ). Despite converging evidence revealing that various EFs (e.g., planning, cognitive flexibility or working memory) are impaired in individuals with autism (for a recent review see [12] ), to the present no specific EF patterns unique to individuals diagnosed with autism have been identified [13] [14] [15] . Moreover, long-term follow-up studies disclosed high intra-and interindividual variability in EFs growth trajectories in children diagnosed with autism (for a review, see [16] ).
Asperger syndrome (AS) is considered to be among the milder forms of autism (Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (4th ed.; DSM-IV; [17] ), and 10th revision of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD-10; World Health Organization (WHO); [18] ); for a critical review, see [19] ); however, in the new Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (5th ed.; DSM-5; [1] ), the specific AS Abstract Deficits in specific executive domains are highly prevalent in autism spectrum disorder; however, age-related improvements in executive functions (reflecting prefrontal maturational changes) have been reported even in individuals diagnosed with autism. The current study examined two components of cognitive flexibility (inhibition of prepotent responses and memory monitoring/updating) by using a random-motor-generation task (MPT) in a group of 23 boys with Asperger syndrome (AS) and 23 matched healthy controls. We found poorer inhibition and more repetitive responses in younger AS children solely, but comparable memory monitoring/updating skills across groups. Overall, our findings correspond well with previous studies and reveal that even in AS specific EFs may improve with age and, thus, call for a more differentiated view of executive (dys) function profiles in children diagnosed with AS. Tests such as the random-motor-generation task may help to disentangle more specific processes of executive deficits in autism spectrum disorder as compared to the more classical tests.
Keywords Autism spectrum disorder · Mittenecker pointing test · Cognitive flexibility · Inhibition · Memory updating diagnosis has been removed and now there is only the diagnosis of ASD. While social-communication difficulties and restricted patterns of interest and behavior are key symptoms of AS (that are shared with other forms of autism), individuals with AS-unlike those with other forms of autism-do not present with significant language delays and generally exhibit average overall cognitive abilities. The evidence of executive dysfunctions in AS is equivocal, with some studies showing no EF deficiencies (children and adolescents: [20, 21] ; adults: [22, 23] ), while others found marked executive deficits in children and adults alike [13, [24] [25] [26] [27] . Some authors suggest that EF deficits in adults with AS and high-functioning autism may not be apparent in standard neuropsychological tests of EFs such as the Wisconsin card sorting test (WCST) which are rather unspecific indicators of brain functions because they confound several cognitive components and processes [2, 28, 29] . Therefore, more sensitive neuropsychological tools enabling researchers to parse and segregate the cognitive processes of interest are warranted.
Miyake et al. [30] describe three key aspects of EFs consisting of "shifting," "updating" and "inhibiting prepotent responses." Shifting involves cognitive flexibility, which refers to the ability to dynamically activate and modify cognitive processes in response to changing conditions and demands. Inhibition refers to the ability to inhibit or override the tendency to produce a dominant or prepotent response necessary to achieve a current behavioral goal. Finally, updating refers to the ability to monitor incoming information and to adjust the content of working memory according to the current behavioral goal [30] . Notably, inhibition and (working) memory updating are considered to be building blocks that develop before more complex EFs such as cognitive flexibility [31] . In the reminder of this work, we will focus on the aforementioned key aspects of EFs as described by Miyake and collaborators [30] .
Random generation tasks require participants to generate a random sequence of items. For instance, in the random number generation task, the most popular variant, participants are instructed to produce long sequences of numerical digits (mostly 1-9) "as random as possible," mostly in synchrony with a pacing stimulus for a number of trials. In "pure" random generation tasks, no additional instruction is given, whereas in "pseudorandom" generation tasks, instructions like "avoid repetitions, number patterns" are included. For successful task performance in random number generation, the participant has to continuously select a new response from a set of possible alternatives, memorize this set of response alternatives, suppress prepotent response patterns such as repetitions and counting, and monitor and change response production [32, 33] . Previous behavioral and imaging studies have shown that random generation tasks are related to executive processes and the capacity of working memory and that especially the (pre)frontal lobes are playing a critical role in the monitoring of habitual responses [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Random response generation tasks have been proven to be useful diagnostic tools for the identification of clinically relevant impairments of EFs in psychiatric and neurological disorders such as schizophrenia [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] and Parkinson's disease [43] [44] [45] . Moreover, random response generation tasks were used to examine inhibitory control in individuals diagnosed with autism. Upon using a pseudorandom number generation task, Williams et al. [46] showed that low-functioning individuals with autism were more likely to repeat previous digits in comparison with IQ-and age-matched controls (thus reflecting inhibition deficits). Similarly, upon using a verbal equivalent of the pseudorandom generation task, Rinehart et al. [47] found that compared to controls, children with high-functioning autism repeated single numbers more frequently than control children, while children diagnosed with AS generated more repetitive number patterns. Furthermore, Rinehart and colleagues [47] reported that individuals with AS (but not controls) did benefit from external auditory cueing (i.e., children with AS produced fewer repetitive number patterns under the cued compared to the uncued task condition). Consequently, Rinehart et al. [47] proposed that while external cueing might have aided the inhibition of prepotent response tendencies in individuals with AS, external cueing seemed to have a distracting effect on healthy controls. Importantly, the random generation tasks used by Rinehart et al. [47] and Williams et al. [46] required participating individuals with autism to randomly generate numbers and, thus, probably provoked confounds with (more or less) overlearned counting routines. Furthermore, the random number generation tasks used in the latter studies examined inhibitory processes solely (by assessing individuals' ability to inhibit repetitive response tendencies).
A main aim of the present study was to tease apart cognitive (sub)processes underlying deficits in cognitive flexibility in individuals diagnosed with AS [5, 19, 48] . Previously, executive dysfunctions such as poor regulation and inhibitory control of behavior or lack of flexibility have been linked to repetitive and stereotyped behavior (for a review see [49] ). To explain repetitive and stereotyped behavior in children with autism, Turner [50] proposed two separate hypotheses, one relating to an inability to inhibit prepotent responses and another related to an inability to "spontaneously generate novel behavior without prompting." However, until now several studies could not fully substantiate either hypothesis mainly because study results concerning executive impairments in AS are highly variable which might be due to methodological heterogeneities between studies including type of assessment tests used, child age, overall cognitive ability, and language skills significantly modifying results in assessment tasks (for a review see [49] .
Hence, we used a motor version of the random generation task (the so-called Mittenecker pointing test/MPT) that enabled us to separately measure two components of cognitive flexibility mentioned above [30, 51] , namely the inhibition of prepotent responses (i.e., the inhibition of developing routines) as well as memory monitoring and updating by use of sophisticated and validated indexes derived from the produced "random" sequences of chosen keys. Most importantly, unlike random number (or letter) generation tasks, the MPT does not require the suppression of overlearned response sequences (such as counting up or down or producing letters in alphabetical order). Hence, the MPT does not draw on academic skills such as counting or spelling that may vary considerably across participants. In addition, unlike random number or letter generation tasks, the MPT does not require memorizing the set of response alternatives. Thus, it allows more straightforward interpretation. To our knowledge, this is the first study in the field of autism utilizing a random generation task that is based on motor responses that are neither overlearned nor confounded with academic skills such as counting or spelling.
A further goal of the present study was to examine whether the aforementioned aspects of cognitive flexibility are subjected to age-related changes (i.e., improvements) in our study group comprising children and adolescents diagnosed with AS. Geurts et al. [52] showed in their metaanalysis that age moderated the performance on prepotent response inhibition tasks with younger individuals diagnosed with autism exhibiting poorer response inhibition in tasks such as the Go/No-Go test or the Stop signal test.
We hypothesized that poorer inhibition and more repetitive response patterns will be only evident in young children diagnosed with AS (thus reflecting age-related improvements of response inhibition in adolescents diagnosed with AS). We expected differences to appear primarily in the inhibition of developing routine response patterns, which was hypothesized to be connected to higher-level repetitive behaviors in autism (cf. Rinehart et al. [47] ), and did not expect marked differences in the memory monitoring and updating component.
Materials and methods

Participants and procedure
Twenty-four boys with AS (age range 5.7-14.3 years) were recruited from a consulting center for individuals with autism and AS in Graz, Austria. Diagnostic criteria of AS conformed to ICD-10 (F84.5; DIMDI [53] ), as diagnosed by a child psychiatrist. Twenty-four typically developing boys (TD), matched for age and overall intellectual functions (using the culture fair intelligence test), were recruited as controls.
Two children (one AS and one TD) of the younger age group were excluded from the analyses because they were not able to comply with task instructions. Thus, the final sample comprised 23 boys with AS (M = 10.1 ± 2.7 years old) and 23 TD boys (M = 10.0 ± 2.8 years old; t(44) = 0.12, p = .90, η p 2 = .00). Ten boys of the AS group (none of the TD group) had an additional diagnosis of attention disorder and were treated with Ritalin, Atomoxetine, or atypical neuroleptica (Risperidone, Olanzapine).
Participants were tested individually. They were introduced to the experimental task (i.e., MPT) by a child psychologist and were given some practice trials to ensure task comprehension. In a separate test session, the age-appropriate form of the German standardization of the culture fair intelligence test (CFT) was administered to obtain a current estimate of nonverbal intelligence of all participants (CFT1 [54] ; CFT 20-R [55]). Importantly, the two diagnostic groups did not differ regarding their intelligence scores (AS M = 113.5 ± 10.3, TD M = 114.1 ± 11.1; t(44) = 0.18, p = .86, η p 2 = .00). The study was in accordance with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local Ethics Committee. Informed written consent was obtained from parents of all children and adolescents prior to participation.
Mittenecker pointing test (MPT)
The MPT is a computer-based test requiring participants to press (with their index finger) the keys of a keyboard with nine unlabeled keys irregularly distributed over the board in the most random or chaotic order possible (for more details concerning the task please see [51, 56] ). The responses were paced by an acoustic signal (1.2/s.) to control the rate of production. A total of 180 responses were required. The instruction was: "the task you have to accomplish is very easy and simple. Here is a set of nine black keys, all equal. Your task is to press the various keys in a completely random order. Most importantly, please do not stick to a certain sequence or order, but press the keys in an as random sequence as possible. Just select the succession of keys by mere chance. You will do it with the index finger of your right hand. Speed is not important, so do not hurry but try to follow the rhythm of the acoustic signal." If the task was not clearly understood, further information was given to illustrate the concept of randomness, including phrases such as "lottery-like pressing." A brief demonstration of 10 successive trials was given by the examiner, who produced a standardized, pseudorandom sequence, alternating small movements, large movements and repetitions on the same key. Then participants completed 10 practice trials to get accustomed to the acoustic pace, before the actual test was started.
As outcome variables, we used two quantitative measures of deviation from randomness that are based on information theory analysis [40, 51, 57] , namely symbol redundancy (SR) and context redundancy (CR). According to a key assumption proposed by information theory analysis, information is maximal when redundancy is minimal and the series approximates randomness (i.e., maximal disorder).
SR taps the memory component (memory monitoring/ updating) of random sequence generation [30, 51] and refers to the inequality of the relative frequencies of chosen keys. A SR score of zero denotes maximal equality of the relative frequencies and, thus, minimal predictability, whereas a score of 1.0 denotes maximal redundancy and, thus, a complete lack of randomness. SR is equivalent to what in the literature is sometimes termed R score.
CR examines the inhibition of prepotent responses and is based on the sequential probability of each chosen key. In true random series, all possible dyads (pairs of adjacent responses) are approximately equiprobable, whereas their frequencies deviate from equality if responses are continuously influenced by previously chosen alternatives. The major part of the interindividual variance in CR is due to the tendency to repeat certain response sequences en bloc [40] . Hence, CR reflects the inhibition of developing routines [30] . A CR score of zero denotes the complete absence of any regular pattern, while a score of 1.0 denotes the presence of a fixed, repetitive response pattern (i.e., maximal perseveration). For detailed information on the test and how to compute SR and CR, see [51] .
Statistical analysis
The research question was tested with two analyses of variance, using diagnosis (AS vs. TD) as a dichotomous between-subjects variable and age as a covariate, i.e., continuous between-subjects variable. A significant interaction between the two independent variables indicates that age moderates the differences between AS and TD boys. One analysis was done with memory updating (SR), and one with inhibition of developing routines (CR) as the dependent variable. In supplementary analyses, it was tested whether the presence or absence of a comorbid attention disorder mediates the effects of interest within the experimental group (two independent t tests). Estimates of effect sizes are reported using partial eta-squared (η p 2 ), which gives the proportion of variance a factor or interaction explains of the overall variance in the dependent variable. All statistical tests were performed with α = .05 (two-tailed).
Results
No group differences were observed between children and adolescents with AS and TD children/adolescents in the SR score (diagnosis F(1,42) = 0.0, p = .94, η p 2 = .00; interaction diagnosis × age F(1,42) = 0.1, p = .78, η p 2 = .00; age F(1,42) = 0.0, p = 84, η p 2 = .00; mean SR scores were .007 ± .003 in TD boys and .009 ± .006 in AS boys).
The analysis of CR revealed significant main effects of diagnosis (F(1,42) = 20.5, p < .001, η p 2 = .33) and age (F(1,42) = 42.4, p < .001, η p 2 = .50), but also an interaction of diagnosis by age (F(1,42) = 11.9, p < .001, η p 2 = .22). Figure 1 shows the corresponding regression lines (estimated CR scores in years 5-15) for boys with AS and TD boys, respectively, as well as the raw scores for all participants. Mean CR scores were .26 ± .10 in TD boys and .43 ± .24 in AS boys. The results indicate poorer inhibition of prepotent responses in boys with AS than in TD boys, which was only evident in younger boys, while performances in older boys with AS were increasingly similar to TD controls (Fig. 1) . Both regression lines were significant (AS β = −0.77, p < .001; TD β = −0.59, p = .003).
Importantly, boys with AS with (n = 10) and without (n = 13) comorbid attention disorder did not differ regarding their CR (t (21) 
Discussion
It has been posited that some EFs are difficult to quantify experimentally, because they are rooted in the temporal domain [58] . This is particularly true for measures of cognitive flexibility, which refers to the function of dynamically activating and modifying cognitive processes in response to changing conditions and demands. The examination of the temporal organization of behavior requires a behavioral paradigm that enables the repeated measurement of many observations of behavior. The current study analyzed the sequential response patterns in a motor random generation task (MPT) in children with AS and matched healthy controls. Studies using random generation tasks in children and adolescents with autism have been sparse to date [46, 47] , and previous studies required participants to suppress (more or less) overlearned counting or spelling routines. The MPT provides independent indicators of (1) inhibition of dominant or prepotent responses (outcome variable CR) and (2) memory monitoring/updating (outcome variable SR), both of which tap distinct components of cognitive flexibility. Taken together, the methodological approach of the present study significantly extended that of previous studies.
In our study, we found higher CR scores in boys with AS than in TD boys; however, this was only evident in younger boys, while performances in older boys with AS were rather similar to TD boys and approached CR scores typically observed in healthy adults [51] . CR reflects the extent to which responses are continuously influenced by previously chosen alternatives. Thus, CR may be regarded as indicator of the (in)efficiency of inhibitory processes, specifically of the inhibition of developing routines. Interestingly, younger (but not older) children with AS showed poorer inhibition and a stronger tendency to exhibit repetitive response patterns. A somewhat different picture emerged on the other outcome variable of the MPT measured in the present study. In particular, no performance differences between groups were found regarding SR (independently of age), which taps the memory updating component of random sequence generation.
At the behavioral level, inflexible adherence to behavioral patterns such as restricted patterns of interests and repetitive and stereotyped behaviors are commonly observed in children with AS. While restricted, repetitive behaviors (RRBs) are a hallmark of autism spectrum disorder, the knowledge about the etiology and immediate triggers of the stereotyped behaviors is still limited. Research on potential causal origins includes theories from neurobiology and developmental psychology (for a review please see [48, 49] ) that identify gene-environment neuroadaptation, lack of environmental stimulation, anxiety and arousal, as well as adaptive functions as key factors for the onset and maintenance of RRBs.
Nevertheless, cross-sectional and longitudinal studies suggest that some subtypes of restricted repetitive behaviors abate with age, especially in high-functioning individuals with autism and children with AS [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . Deficient inhibition of prepotent responses may contribute to restricted, repetitive behaviors in autism (for a respective review, see [50] ). Interestingly, the latter claim is supported by findings from a recent meta-analysis [52] that identified age to be a relevant moderator of inhibitory control (i.e., prepotent response inhibition) in individuals diagnosed with autism (younger individuals exhibiting poorer response inhibition).
At the brain level, neuroimaging studies disclosed that the prefrontal cortex (i.e., the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) is crucially involved in inhibitory processes evoked by random generation tasks (requiring participants to suppress overlearned responses or (number/letter) sequences [35, 36] . However, the latter notion is only partially corroborated by recent imaging findings [65] . While in high-functioning adult individuals with autism spectrum disorder, behavioral performance was similar to a control group in a random-motor-generation task, group differences emerged regarding brain activity in the cerebellum (known to mediate motor learning and the coordination of voluntary movements, among others, e.g., [66] ). Thus, the latter findings suggest that beyond prefrontal cortices, also extra-frontal regions may mediate autism-related behavior and performance characteristics (see, for example, recent connectivity studies [67, 68] as well as respective structural brain imaging findings, e.g., [3] ).
Importantly, our results of poorer inhibition of prepotent responses only in young children with AS underscore the dynamic nature of brain development in autism. There is evidence that the effective inhibition of prepotent responses requires appropriate functional connectivity among involved brain structures, which changes developmentally (e.g., [69] [70] [71] ). Neuroimaging studies suggested differences in white matter maturation [72] and atypical patterns of functional connectivity observed in autism normalize over time [68] , which could be the basis of age-related behavioral improvements observed in individuals diagnosed with autism. Other research, too, pointed to specific age-related changes in autism. Upon differentiating lower-level from higher-level repetitive behavior (i.e., repetitive movements vs. insistence on the maintenance of sameness, respectively; see [50] ), Rinehart et al. [47] proposed that higher-level repetitive behavior becomes more evident in older children with autism. Furthermore, several authors showed that there are both typical and atypical developmental progressions of distinctive EFs in individuals with autism [52, 73, 74] . While age seems to moderate performance on prepotent response inhibition tasks, planning tasks and set-shifting tasks, no age-moderating effects were shown for spatial working memory or interference control tasks [52, 73, 74] . Hence, our finding revealing group differences solely in young children with AS regarding inhibition of prepotent responses (i.e., CR scores thought to tap low-level repetitive behavior) nicely fits the claim that specific EFs undergo age-related improvements in autistic disorders.
In the current study, we failed to find deficits in memory monitoring and updating in our study group of children and adolescents diagnosed with AS. Previous research on working memory deficits in high-functioning individuals with autism yielded inconsistent findings (for a review, see [75] ), which might be mainly due to methodological differences (especially, the variety of tasks that are used to measure working memory). In most studies, working memory problems were more pronounced in complex tasks (e.g., tasks requiring manipulation instead of maintenance only) and increased when tasks imposed heavier demands on working memory load (for a review, see [75] ). The SR score of the MPT task used in the current study is a more specific indicator of monitoring and updating contents in memory (i.e., tapping individuals' capability to keep track on the chosen responses). However, because of the rather low processing requirements imposed by the MPT, also the working memory load may be considered to be relatively small, which in turn might mask subtle processing deficits related to memory monitoring/updating. Note that the finding on memory monitoring/updating was obtained with the same testing procedure as the finding on inhibition, underlining its significance.
Nonetheless, the MPT has also advantages compared to more commonly used random number generation tasks requiring participants to process (more or less) overlearned academic skills such as counting or spelling that may vary considerably between individuals. Thus, the MPT allows for a more straightforward interpretation of the inhibition and the memory components of random sequence generation [51, 57] . In random number generation (RNG), two inhibitory processes (i.e., the inhibition of overlearned responses (counting) and the permanent inhibition of developing routines) are confounded. By contrast, using unlabeled keys that are distributed over the keyboard in an irregular pattern, the CR index provided by the MPT reflects the latter component only, thus providing a purer measure of perseveration tendencies (i.e., the perseveration of sequence repetitions).
A limitation of the current study is the cross-sectional design, which limits any direct investigation of the development of specific EFs in AS. The few existing longitudinal studies examining individual differences in EFs propose that EFs might critically influence developmental trajectories of children with autism and further suggest that inter-and intraindividual EF differences could partly account for the heterogeneity in symptom severity and adaptive functioning observed in autism [16, 76] . In the current study, ten children with AS had an additional diagnosis of attention disorder treated with psychotropic medication that might have influenced individual task performance. However, boys suffering from AS with and without ADHS comorbidity did not differ in their CR or SR scores. In the current study, the two groups were well matched on age and nonverbal IQ, but not on language skills. Previously, Bishop et al. [77] suggested that inhibitory deficits in autism might be associated with poor verbal skills and inattention, rather than being specific to autism. To further examine the neurodevelopmental trajectories in AS, future research should control for structural language skills and attentional capacity in studies using random generation tests. It is important to note at this point that the motor random generation task used in the present study does not implicate verbal demands and primarily captures automatic response tendencies. Unlike many other tests of EFs, the used task does not offer any opportunity to facilitate task performance by implicit verbalization, which might influence performance depending on verbal skills ("inner speech," see [77, 78] ).
Taken together, the present study is novel as it utilized an elaborate random-motor-generation task to disentangle two components of cognitive flexibility (i.e., inhibitory processes and memory monitoring/updating) in children and adolescents with AS. Our findings disclosed poorer inhibition and more repetitive response patterns only in young children diagnosed with AS (thus reflecting age-related improvements of response inhibition in adolescents diagnosed with AS), but no such group differences in memory monitoring and updating (independently of age). These results underscore the need for a differentiated view of distinct profiles of executive (dys)functions in different age groups of children with AS. Finally, compared with clinical psychometric tests, experimental tasks such as the MPT may be better apt to disentangle more specific processes of EFs in AS.
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